The Yale School of Management International Center for Finance Presents:

The 16th Annual:
[Virtual] Whitebox Advisors Graduate Student Conference 2020
Thursday, May 7, 2020

Conference Agenda

8:00am  Zoom Login Opens
8:15am  Welcome Remarks
8:30am  **Behavioral Economics:** “Does Identity Affect Labor Supply?”
        Suanna Oh
        **Presented By:** Suanna Oh, *Columbia University*

9:00am  **Behavioral Economics:** “Perceived Income Risks”
        Tao Wang
        **Presented By:** Tao Wang, *Johns Hopkins University*

9:30am  **Behavioral Finance:** “Investor’s Responses to Market Fluctuations:
        Evidence from Experiment and Real Trading”
        Lina Han, Xuan Lao, and Shumiao Ouyang
        **Presented By:** Lina Han, *Washington University in St. Louis*

10:00am **Behavioral Finance:** “Why so Negative? Belief Formation and Risk Taking
        in Boom and Bust Markets”
        Pascal Kieren, Jan Müller-Dethard, and Martin Weber
        **Presented By:** Pascal Kieren, *University of Mannheim*

10:30am 15-Minute Break

10:45am  **Behavioral Finance:** “Low-quality Equity Issuance”
        Shushu Liang and Yang You
        **Presented By:** Yang You, *Harvard University*

11:15am  **Behavioral Finance:** “Idiosyncratic Disagreement and the Cross-Section of
        Stock Returns”
        Lawrence Hsiao
        **Presented By:** Lawrence Hsiao, *Northwestern University*

11:45am  **Behavioral Economics:** “Loss Aversion and Property Tax Avoidance”
        Peter Jones
        **Presented By:** Peter Jones, *University of California, Berkeley*

12:15pm  **Behavioral Economics:** “Cognitive Constraints in Consumption Smoothing”
        Ned Augenblick, Kelsey Jack, Spreet Kaur, Felix Masiye, Nick Swanson
        **Presented By:** Nick Swanson, *University of California, Berkeley*

12:45pm  Conference Concludes
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